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 The background  Kurt Hensel (1861-1941)
 was born in Königsberg (now Kaliningrad). He
was grandnephew of Felix Mendelsohn-Bartholdy.
 His family moved to Berlin.. Hensel studies were 
in Berlin and Bonn. Kronecker supervised his 
doctoral studies at the University of Berlin. His
approach to the theory of algebraic function
fields was arithmetical [He-La].
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The aim   Constructing and classifying 
nonhyperelliptic algebraic function fields
 of genus 3 and 4.  Low computational
 constructing complexity is an important
 constrain.  The number of rational
 points has great interest for us.

The realization for genus four Let F be a nonhyperelliptic algebraic 
function field of genus 4. There exist two types: 

● Containing one divisor class of degree 3

● Containing two divisor classes of degree 3

Once again the ground of the proof is the Riemann-Roch Theorem

The second type:

deg a x =deg b x =deg c x =3a x  , b x ,c x ∈k [ x ]

y3a x y2b x yc x ∈k [ x ]

y3a x yb x∈k [x , y]

a x  := x2a1 xa2∈k [ x ] b x :=x4b1 x3b2 x2b3 xb4∈k [ x ]

 :=4 ax 327b x 2∈k [ x ]

The idea We construct nonhyperelliptic
 function fields over an algebraic closed
 field of characteristic 0  and reduce mod p   

The realization for genus three  Let F  be a nonhyperelliptic 
algebraic function field of genus 3 over an algebraic closed field k of
 characteristic zero. Hence there exists a function z allowing the
 construction of  F as degree 3 extension  [F:k(z)].
The proof uses the Riemann-Roch Theorem as substantial ingredient.

y3a x yb x∈k [x , y]

a x :=x4a1 x3a2 x2a3 xa4∈k x
b x :=x6b1 x5b2 x4b3 x3b4 x2b5 xb6∈k [x ]

 :=4 ax 327 b x 2∈k [ x ]

The focus Nonhyperelliptic function fields
as cubic fields with given discriminant

The reduction theory bases
on work of Max Deuring (1907-1984).
Emmy Noether supervised his
doctoral studies at the University
of Göttingen [De].

Kurt Hensel

The first type:

a  x=x44870727x315220770x216867445x18950748

p3, a  x =0, b  x separable

The genus 3  function fields of Picard
 curves: 

A bad reduction case:

Constructing a function field F of  genus 4 over a finite 
field with q elements:

•                q =             33 554 467
•    Serre Bound:         33 600 808
•   Oesterl'e Bound:    33 566 053
•   N(F)=                      33 561 509

 Some remarks                     

    
 

p:=5, a x :=x 2x1, b x :=x4x3x2x1, g=1

b  x = 33554466x624128110x58860585x4

16212979x325450461x211641003x


